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5489
HIRVINIEMI
62°09,3´N  29°09,5´E
Chart Nr 412
GRADE ****
HARBOR
The harbor is located on the tip of a cape and is open to west and north winds. There are 
two buoys in the harbor that make mooring easy. The harbor can also be reached with 
large boats.
SERVICES
Fireplace, toilet.
SURROUNDINGS
A beautiful cape on an open lake area. The waves caused by the boats passing by need 
to be taken into attention.

5619
LINNAKALLIO, Tikansalmi
62°25,9´N 29°40,3´E
Chart Nr. 414
GRADE ****
HARBOR
On the south side of the shallow beach there is a rocky shore that makes landing also 
with large boats possible. The narrow strait provides a good shelter for winds.
SERVICES
Fireplace, toilet.
SURROUNDINGS
A beautiful beach in a narrow strait offers a good place to stay the night.

5470
OLAVINLAHTI
62°06,3´N   28°54,5´ E
Chart Nr. 412
GRADE ****
HARBOR
The harbor is located in a bay that is easy to reach also with large boats. The harbor 
provides a good shelter from winds.
SERVICES
Fireplace, toilet.
SURROUNDINGS
A beautiful rugged landscape that is shaped by the ice age. 

5506
PISTALANHARJU
62°05,4´N 29°22,9´E
Chart Nr. 412
GRADE ****
HARBOR
The shallow beach cannot be reached with large boats. The harbor provides a good 
shelter form winds.
SERVICES
Fireplace, toilet.



SURROUNDINGS
A beautiful sandy cape on a green island that is located on the south edge of the 
magnificent Paasivesi area.

5463
REPOSAAR3
62°06,2´N 28°47,2´E
Seekartte Nr. 410, 412
GRADE ****
HARBOR
There is a good dock in the harbor. The harbor is easy to reach also with large boats. 
Winds and trafic passing by makes waves.
SERVICES
Fireplace, toilet and dock.
SURROUNDINGS
Rocky isle with pine forest.

5633
SUURSAARI
62°26,6´N 29°42,1´E
Chart Nr. 412
GRADE ****
HARBOR
There is a good dock in the harbor that is also used by professional traffic. The harbor is 
easy to reach also with large boats and provides a good shelter from winds.
SERVICES
Fireplace, toilet.
SURROUNDINGS
A pretty village on a beautiful strait.

5612
TIKANKAIVANTO
62°25,3´N 29°46,2´E
Chart Nr. 412
GRADE **
HARBOR
There is a good dock in the harbor. The harbor is situated on the north site of the chanel 
and is easy to reach also with large boats. 
SERVICES
Fireplace, toilet and dock.
SURROUNDINGS
Short canal between to lakes.

VÖRSTINSAARI
62°06,8´N 28°49,0´E
CHART Nr. 412
GRADE ***
HARBOR
There is a good dock in the harbor. The harbor is easy to reach also with large boats. 
SERVICES
Fireplace, toilet and dock.
SURROUNDINGS
Rocky isle with pine forest.




